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Welcome! 

This catalogue summarizes all of our most important moments, but above all those of our 
Customers! 
Ask now for the paper copy of Italia Traduzioni Catalogue and References and you will 
receive a great value geographical map in lithographic paper! 

 

Travel, even if you don’t have a destination 
Our goal is never a place, but rather a new way of seeing things. 

 (Henry Miller) 

Many young people decide to go abroad and they have found in Italia Traduzioni the ideal 
language partner for their new lives. Meanwhile, we have been able to offer our services to 
loyal customers for several years.  
Our clients' projects have strict confidentiality; including those we have performed as 
"Ghost writers" (please don't hesitate to contact us for more information).  

Our main goal is assuring services of excellence. 

Here some works we have done in the previous years   

- Translation and asseveration of degrees to the English language 
- Sworn Immigration practices and Apostille at the Prosecutor Office of Rome 
- Sworn Translations at the Court of Rome for Doctors and Nurses going for work reasons 

in the UK with validity at GMC and NMC  
- Translations of texts for the University “Roma Tre” of Rome, Faculty of Architecture 



 

- Sworn translations of graduation certificates, IPASVI (Italian Nurses Association), 
criminal records, pending proceedings and birth certificates for nurses who have 
applied to the English job market, as well as a group of neurologists 

- Translation of technical manuals for leading companies in Trento, Parma and Milan 
- Marketing consulting with qualified professionals internationally recognized and 

accredited  
- Technical translations relating armoured security elements 
- Translations for important commercial and industrial web sites 
- Qualified coaching in order to written reference letters, resume (C.V.) for foreign job 

market (Canada) 
- Emigration practices of Italian workers in Canada, Proficiency Company certification 

accepted at the Canadian Immigration Office with immediate employment in the Canadian 
State 

- Validation of study qualifications at the Italian Ministry of Education (University 
degrees obtained in the Czech Republic) 

- Ghost-writers (drafting texts for third people without appearing from who draws up or 
translates) 

- Consecutive interpreting dedicated to the thought of Oriana Fallaci – Rome – October 
2016 – 

- Translations for CdA of International Bodies in Bruxelles 

 



 

 CONI Conference 2015  

 

 

 

- Immigration procedures (sworn and legalization)  
- Validation of study qualifications at the Italian Ministry of Education (University 

degrees obtained in the Czech Republic) 
- “EU Youth Conference and DG Meeting“ 



 

 

- Translation of medical publications 
- Sworn translations for an important Notary in the Principality of Monaco 
- Translations for a major Public Relations Agency of Rome concerning prestigious 

hotels in Rome and Italy 

 



 
- Interpreter services for Libia post-war  

- Interpreter services in English and French languages for the Italian Chamber of 
Deputies 

 

• Translations into the Russian language for a technical Company 
• Important cooperation with a German Real Estate Company located in Berlin 

 

- Translations of technical manuals of  ABBIATI casino equipment for a leading 
Italian Company exporting products to USA (Las Vegas) 

-
- BNL “BANCA NAZIONALE DEL LAVORO” translation of texts concerning social 

issues 

 

- Conferences for the EU on "Equal opportunities" in English, French and 
Bulgarian languages and for humanitarian associations focused on Israel and 
Palestine issues. 



 

- Translations of engineering texts for a major building Company in Rome cooperating 
with the USA 

- Translation of arts related texts (Emilia Romagna - Italy) 

- Translations for FAO members in Rome 

 

- Translations into English for music associations for international music contests 

 

… Other projects: 
- Translations into English, French, German and Spanish Languages of audio 

guides for ancient archaeological site (Nuragic) in Sardinia and for a Museum of 
Technology 



- Jurisprudential translations into Spanish and Finnish languages for Law Firms in 
Turin and Bolzano (Italy) 

 

Franco Bixio 

Musikstrasse projects for Franco Bixio (see on “References” section) 

*** 

- Translations concerning cultural topics and “Food and Wine” touristic tours in 
different languages 

- Translations of systems to obtain School Timetables Optimization 
- Translation of Real Estate Advertisements, in French Language, for the 

prestigious magazine "Property International" 
- Roma Explorer Website - Translation of hotels reviews for the ROMA Explorer 

portal. 



 

Your Stargate in the World 

*** 
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